210	Clothmaking
days after it had been stored and assayed.1 The setting
of the woad, that is to say, its conversion into dye, was	j
also an art in itself, and it would seem that in Bristol	>
it was the custom for dyers to go to the houses of their	j
customers and prepare the woad-vats. Through their
undertaking more jobs than they could properly attend	],
to, much woad was spoilt, and in 1360 they were forbidden	'
to take charge of more than one lot of dye at one time.2	\
Further abuses arose through the ignorance and inca-	f
pacity of many of the itinerant dyers, and in 1407 it	\
was enacted that only those dyers who held a certificate	\
of competency should ply their trade in the town.3   At	\
Coventry, another great centre of the trade, complaints	I
were made in 1415 that the dyers had not only raised	j
their prices, charging 6s. 8d. instead of $s. for a cloth,	j
30^. instead of 205. for 60 Ib. of wool, and 6s. instead of
45. for 12 Ib. of the thread for which the town was
famous, but were in the habit of taking the best part
(lafioure) of the woad 4 and madder for their own cloths,
and using only the weaker portion for their customers'
cloths.5 A petition was therefore made that two drapers,
a woader and a dyer, should be elected annually to
1 Cf. Rec. Borough of Northampton, i.   121 :   the compiler has
mistaken ' wode ' for wood.
* Little Red Book of Bristol, ii. 39.
3	Ibid., ii. 81-90.
4	The lighter less soluble part of the woad, that floated to the
top of the vat, was called indigo and used by painters.   Brit. Arch-
Ass. Journ. (n.s.), ix. 101.
5	In Lincoln, the chief seat of scarlet dyeing, in 1200 dyers were
not allowed to dye their own cloths, except in woad, ' because if
they did they would dye their own cloths in the first brew of dye	I
and the cloths of other men in the dregs (drasca).'    Curia Regis, 21,	*
m. 5 d.

